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There are countless ways to adapt The Interoception Curriculum to 
meet a variety of learning preferences. Overall, consider what is known 
about the learner. How do they learn best? How do you adapt other 
tasks to maximize their success? Use that information to inform how you 
present the curriculum. Take the following examples: 
 

 

If the learner benefits from visual supports, then increase the visual supports included in instruction. For 
example, provide a visual schedule of Focus Area Experiments to try; provide a choice board of several Focus 
Area Experiments and invite the learner to choose the experiment(s) of choice. 

If the learner benefits from repetition, then provide lots of repetition. For example, repeat the same Focus 
Area Experiments several times; repeat Focus Area Experiments making them slightly different each time—
perhaps squeeze different stress balls to see if there is a difference in the way the hands feel when squeezing 
each one. 

If the learner benefits from reducing language demands, then reduce language demands. For example, 
during Focus Area Experiments, rather than labeling the specific sensation noticed, they can identify if they 
like/don’t like the way it feels; or if the experiment makes their body feel different/same; or just yes/no (does 
this make your hands feel cold?). 

If the learner enjoys/benefits from watching themselves on video, then record them using the interoception-
based supports and invite them to re-watch. For example, record them doing a variety of Focus Area 
Experiments, creating a video library for each body part and how that body part can feel.   

If the learner benefits from active learning, then get up and get moving. For example, stage a variety of Focus 
Area Experiments at different stations in the room and invite the learner to scooter board, run, skip or hop in 
between each station; or do a variety of Focus Area Experiments or a Body Check while the learner is on a 
swing or bouncing on a yoga ball. 

If a learner benefits from predictability and close-ended tasks with clear endings, then make the 
interoception-based supports close-ended. For example, provide a visual schedule of Focus Area Experiments, 
checking them off as you go; put a time or number of reps on each Focus Area Experiment so that the end is 
clear.  

If the learner benefits from incorporating their favorite interest, then include their favorite interest. For 
example, invite the learner to do a Body Check on their favorite character by printing out picture of the 
character and guessing how several of their body parts feel. if the learner likes iPads, take a picture of the 
Descriptor Menu and, using the edit feature on the iPad, invite the learner to circle the sensations they notice 
during Focus Area Experiments. 
 


